
Destination Sticker Designs



Step one creating the 
structure of the sticker.



Open a new file in illustrator



Using the 
shape tool 
create a 
shape.  
LARGE 
PLEASE.

We are going 
to combine two 
shapes



Create a 
second shape 
and place it 
right on top of 
the first shape



With the 
selection 
tool select 
BOTH 
shapes

Windows>

patherfinder



In the 
pathfinder 
window click 
on the 
combine 
shapes!



Choose a color 
family (all of your 
design will use or 
start from these 
colors)



Copy and 
paste the 
designed 
shape you 
created.  

Scale down 
the top 
shape and 
change the 
color inside 
of the other



Copy and 
paste onto a 
new layer a 
duplicate of 
the smaller 
inner shape 
and place it 
to the side

Lock the 
bottom layer



Save the badge file and open a new file for the 
graphic image part. 





Open a new file in photoshop



Image adj> 
Hue and 
saturation

Enhance 
the 
saturation 
and coloring 
to match 
your color 
history



Duplicate the layer

On top layer select 
the background or 
any unimportant 
stuff

Delete the selected 
stuff



On top layer

Image> adj> 
threshold



Change the 
layer mode to 
screen



Select all in 
photoshop and 
copy merge

Open a new file 
in illustrator

Edit paste

Lock the layer



On a new 
layer 

Trace using 
the pen tool 
around the 
whole item or 
thing to 
create a big 
shape



Select a color from 
the color family and 
fill the area

Lock the layer



Add a new layer 
and with the pen 
tool trace and 
vector all the 
“Highlight shapes”



Continue adding 
vector shapes 
until you can 
recognize your 
subject.  Keep it 
simple! Try to 
keep it two 5 or 
less colors/ value





Unlock and select all the vectors and copy



Go back to 
Badge templete 
file

Add a new layer 
and place it in 
the middle of 
the two existing 
layers

And edit>paste



Move and scale 
your design onto/ 
over the badge



Unlock and move 
the top “inner 
space” back 
overtop 



Select both your 
design and top 
shape

Object>clipping 
mask> make



Open the 
sample labels 
file from 
MRSRAS.com

And copy one 
of the labels 
you think will 
match your 
design



Lock all layers

Add new layer

Paste label 

Then change the 
colors



Using the text tool

Type your Location 
name 



Change the 
color and 
Font to a 
suitable and 
matching font




